
Seats Production and Installation

Product changes

If under special circumstances, the customer requests to make changes to the 
product, the sales staff should contact the company's technical staff in time, 
whether it can be changed, our company guarantees to reply as soon as possible. 
Due to product changes, it may be related to the mold. If it is not related to the 
mold, we try our best to meet the customer's requirements, except for special 
circumstances, such as a large number of orders, or the project is very important 
to the company's image, so that we can reinvest mold.

Product installation

1. Installation is the final link of the product production process. In order to 
ensure the quality and progress of the seat installation project, establish a good 
corporate image of Juyi Company, and provide customers with satisfactory 
products, the salesperson is obliged to coordinate the installation schedule for the 
installer. Confirm whether the power supply and other facilities at the installation 
site meet the seat installation requirements, so as to ensure that the installers 
perform the installation smoothly according to the seat procedures and seat 
technical requirements, and ensure the installation quality of the final stage of the 
seat. Here, I emphasize that installation is the last step of our entire seat assembly, 
and it is also the most critical step. The quality of the installation directly affects 
the length of the entire seat’s use time and some abnormal damage factors, which 
will give the company Cause some unnecessary economic losses.

2. Installers install the number of seats per day on average. Under normal 
conditions, two to three installers can install about 80 to 120 seats per day.

3. Installation process. After entering the installation site, the installer must 
carefully check the ranking chart according to the site conditions. After the line is 
placed, the construction can be carried out after confirmation by Party A. The 
installation process is: line setting, party A confirms, and hits Holes, first try to 
install a row, and confirm that it is correct, then fully install, after the installation 
is completed, first debug by yourself, check and accept by yourself, then ask the 
salesperson for acceptance, and finally ask Party A for acceptance.

4. In order to reduce the company's economic losses, according to the order 
completion time, the sales staff must contact Party A by telephone in advance, 



whether the installation site meets the installation requirements, whether it can be 
shipped for installation, and determine the accurate installation entry time. You 
must understand Party A. The installation site construction environment, floor 
structure, and timely feedback of this information to the company, the company 
will match the appropriate bolts and other accessories according to the specific 
situation, to avoid sending wrong accessories, and the installation personnel often 
miss work. Cause unnecessary economic losses to the company and installers.

5. Basic requirements for seat setting and ranking:

(1) The distance between the last row of seats against the wall is required to be 
200mm longer than the number of rows in the front row. The reason is that the 
rear face of the seats has an inclination of 150-200mm from the most protruding 
part of the back.

(2) For row seat installation, the distance between the hole behind the seat foot 
and the step is 60-100mm. The reason is that different seats, different venues and 
steps are related to the punching distance.

(3) The floor requirements must ensure a concrete layer with a thickness of 80-
100mm to ensure the fastening of the expansion bolts to the ground.

(4) The hole spacing of the expansion bolts of the seat floor foot is: 255mm in the 
middle of the big foot board, and 185mm in the middle of the small foot board. 
Our company's iron foot board has only these two sizes.


